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feet and bare limbs wading through the little rippling waves or
walking on the wet and shining sand. Oh, as I watched them there
came over me such a longing, such a hungry yearning to have one
of those children for my own. Oh that I too 'had a child to love and
to love me, a daughter with such fair limbs and blue eyes archly
dancing, and bright clustering curls blown wild and golden in the
sunshine and sea air. It came over me like a storm and I turned away
hungry at heart and half envying the parents as they sat upon the
sand watching their children at' play.
Tuesday, 13 July
This moming after breakfast I started to walk to Bembridge
through Sandown and Yaverland. The morning was blue and lovely
with a warm sun and fresh breeze blowing from the sea and the
Culver Downs. As I walked from Shanklin to Sandown along the
cliflfedge I stopped to watch some children bathing from the beach
directly below. One beautiful girl stood entirely naked on the sand,
and there as' she half sat, half reclined sideways, leaning upon her
elbow, with her knees bent and her legs and feet partly drawn back
and up, she was a model for a sculptor, there was the supple slender
waist, the gentle dawn and tender swell of the bosom and the bud-
ding breasts, the graceful rounding of the delicately beautiful limbs
and above all the soft and exquisite curves of the rosy dimpled
bottom and broad white thigh. Her dark hair fell in thick masses on
her white shoulders as she threw her head back and looked out to
sea. She Deemed a Venus Anadyomene fresh risen from the waves.
I missed the road by the windmill on the height and went too far
round to the right, but at last returning by the Cross Roads I came to
Bembridge. Bosomed amongst green, pretty cottages peeped
through the thick foliage and here and there a garden shone brilliant
with flowers. A long beautiful road, dark, green and cool and
completely overarched with trees, led towards die sea and in a high
meadow the haymakers in their white shirt sleeves, the dark horses
and the high loaded waggon stood out clear against the brilliant blue
waters of the Channel. Farther on a broad and beautiful avenue led
down to the water's edge. The trees were chiefly sycamore and ash,
and high and thickly overarching they cast a twinkling chequering
shadow upon the ground, a perpetual resdess flicker of dancing
leaves that in the sun and sea wind moved ceaselessly quivering.

